Fill in the blanks with either **fewer** or **less**:

1. There are ________________ than three weeks remaining in the contest.
2. I will answer the question in three minutes or ________________.
3. I'm going somewhere where I'll have ________________ interruptions.
4. I've seen ________________ birds here than in the park.
5. Why don't you try smoking ________________?
6. Why don't you try smoking ________________ cigarettes?
7. You should complain ________________.
8. I listen to ________________ music these days.
9. This time, you've made ________________ mistakes.
10. There is ________________ information in this brochure than in the book.
ANSWERS:
1) fewer  2) less  3) fewer  4) fewer  5) less  6) fewer  7) less 
8) less  9) fewer  10) less